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ABSTRACT
Background: Airway management continues to be one of the main challenges for anesthesiologists, so it is essential that
these professionals know about the anatomy and functioning of the airways since the beginning of their residency, not only
for the safe application of anesthesia, but also for avoid unwanted complications with risk of permanent sequelae and even
death. The aim of this study was to assess the degree of knowledge of anesthesiology residents in handling difficult airways.
Methods: The prospective comparative study was carried out at the Hospital de Clínicas Municipal of São Bernardo do
Campo, belonging to the Brazilian Health System (SUS) recently accredited by the Canadian company Qmentum, of among
students of three years of medical residency in anesthesiology of both sexes, with the application of a printed multiple-choice
questionnaire on difficult airway management, carried out in January 2021. For statistical analysis it was using Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet and R Commander from software R version 4.1.0. We used the literature standard p-value as significance
to be 0.05.
Results: Fifteen residents were interviewed (6 R1, 5 R2 and 4 R3) with an average age of 31 years. An increase in the
learning of residents after three years was noticed in the following aspects: anatomy of the difficult airway management,
Mallampati and Cormack classification, supraglottic devices, difficult airway management case equipment and difficult
airway management algorithm. On the other hand, the predictors of difficult airway management and difficult ventilation
under mask obtained a lower-than-expected result. In general, there was a better performance and confidence in those who
have already participated in some difficult airway training.
Conclusion: This study allowed us to assess that at the end of the residency, students' learning increased significantly, as
well as their confidence, especially in those who had already done some training in difficult airway management, such data
point to the importance of investing in training on the topic.
Keywords: Airway management, Difficult airway, Intubation, Training
INTRODUCTION
Airway management remains one of the main challenges for anesthesiologists. Although advances in the development of
new airway devices and well-defined algorithms that guide the conduct of emergencies have reduced the complications of
a difficult airway, it is essential that these professionals know about the anatomy and functioning of the airways since the
beginning of residency, not only for safe application of anesthesia, but above all to avoid undesirable complications with the
risk of permanent sequelae and even death [1].
The difficult airway is defined as the clinical situation in which the conventionally trained physician has difficulty ventilating
with a mask, difficulty with orotracheal intubation or both [2]. It is a complex interaction between factors of the patient, the
clinical picture, the skill and experience of the doctor.
Difficult ventilation is the inability of an anesthesiologist to maintain patient saturation above 90%, using a face mask as
a means of ventilation and 100% inspired oxygen, with oxygen saturation within normal values prior to ventilation [3].
Difficult intubation is defined as the need for three or more attempts at intubation, or a total duration of the procedure that
exceeds 10 minutes [3]. However, difficult ventilation with a face mask is a situation that is often associated with difficult
intubation. An adequate physical examination of the airway in search of predictors for a difficult airway is essential in preanesthetic evaluation.
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In order to help in clinical practice in relation to intubation, guidelines with basic recommendations have been published that
have become pillars of training programs in anesthesia and clinical practice [4-7]. These guides and algorithms play a key
role in preserving patient safety, recommending specific plans and strategies for dealing with difficult expected or unexpected
airways. Its effectiveness depends on the proficiency of its users, and training in various airway management techniques
is mandatory. Despite this, not all users in training, or even experienced physicians, have complete competence in current
difficult airway algorithms or techniques [8].
The main objective of this study was to assess the degree of knowledge of anesthesiology residents about the handling of
difficult airways, to identify the deficits and weaknesses involved in the development of training. As secondary objectives,
adopt strategies and plans in the conducts to reduce risks and complications in Hospital of Brazilian Health System.
METHODS
This study was carried out in accordance with the Research Norms involving Human Beings (Rs. CNS 196/96) of the
National Health Council, after being registered at Plataforma Brasil (CAAE: 36294520.4.0000.5625) and approved by the
Research Ethics Committee (opinion 4,393,649), and signing the Free and Informed Consent Form.
This is a prospective comparative study, based on the application of a questionnaire on the management of difficult airways
(APPENDIX A). The study was carried out at the Hospital de Clínicas Municipal of São Bernardo do Campo, belonging
to the Brazilian Health System (SUS) recently accredited by the Canadian company Qmentum, with the anesthesiology
residents of both sexes of the hospital. The residency in Anesthesiology (MEC/SBA) consists of a total of 18 doctors, six
from the first year (R1), six from the second year (R2) and six from the third year (R3). The exclusion criterion was the refusal
to answer the questionnaire and and the researcher (3rd year resident) for ethical reasons to research.
The variables included in the analysis were: demographic data; current year of residence; general questions about airway
knowledge regarding anatomy, predictors of difficult airway, difficult ventilation, supraglottic devices and Difficult Airway
Management (DAM); bronchoscope and videolaryngoscope management; number of DAM cases seen in the last six months;
presence or absence of planning and equipment for handling the case; feeling of security to handle the case and participation
in difficult airway training.
The questionnaires were stored in a sealed urn, and the data obtained were organized in a database in the form of a spreadsheet
and subsequently subjected to descriptive analysis. Microsoft Office Excel 2019 softwares were used for data analysis and
making tables and figures.
STATISTICAL METHODS
To analyze the data we use graphs ans descriptive measures to summarize the information. Association between categorical
variables can be viewed through the mosaic plot. A mosaic plot (also known as a Marimekko diagram) is a graphical method for
visualizing data from two or more qualitative variables. It is the multidimensional extension of spineplots, which graphically
display the same information for only one variable. Associations between categorical variables are measured using the chisquare independence test with Yates correction. The outputs were generated using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and R
Commander from software R version 4.1.0. We used the literature standard p-value as significance to be 0.05.
RESULTS
Of the 18 residents, 15 responded to the questionnaire, six of whom were first- year residents, five of the second year, and
four of the third year, eight women and seven men. The average age was 31.27 ± 3.55 years, ranging from 26 to 37 years.
The excluded were one for refusing to complete the questionnaire, another for being away due to Covid and the researcher
of the study.
The Table 1 presents percentages about direct questions with Yes or No answers when applied. There was no difference in
the assessment of predictors of difficult airways among residents (Question 3rd). All residents knew that there was a variety of
equipment available for DAM (Question 4th). Over the years there has been a significant increase in planning before surgery
in case of DAM (Question 5th). Regarding the handling of the bronchofibroscope, there was a significant increase with years
of residence (Question 6th). Even over the years, residents do not feel able to handle the bronchofibroscope (Question 10th).
There was no difference between residents R1, R2 and R3 regarding the use of all materials in the DAM case (Question 13th).
Table 1 Number of responses to direct questions with yes / no. *: Significant p-value
Questions
3rd
4th

Yes
4
6

R1

No
2
0

Yes
4
5

R2

2

No
1
0

Yes
3
4

R3

No
1
0

p-value
0.88
-
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7th
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3
2
2
0
1

3
6
4
6
5

5
3
3
5
2

0
2
2
0
3

4
3
3
4
3

0
1
1
0
1

0.06*
0.03*
0.40
0.00*
0.18

Over the years, residents feel significantly safer in approaching patients with difficult airways. There is no significant
difference between the different degrees of residence (p=0.07) (Figure 1).

Figure 1 How do you feel about difficult airway management?

Regarding the number of cases of DMA, residents experienced in the last six months, all residents (R1, R2, R3) witnessed
some case. Using the Pearson test there is no difference between residents of different years. (Figure 2).

Figure 2 In the past six months how many cases of difficult airway management

Regarding the handling of bronchofibroscope and videolaryngoscope, most of the 1st year residents stated that they were not
able and had little contact with this equipment, whereas 75% of the 3rd residents said they knew how to handle and had greater
contact. Using the Pearson test, there is no significant difference between 1st, 2nd and 3rd year residents (Figure 3).
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Figure 3 Number of times that the bronchofibroscope was manipulated

Regarding some training on DAM. All second and third years residents reported that they had already taken at least one
training course on the topic, with 80% of 2nd year residents and 75% of 3rd year residents in extracurricular courses, with no
significant difference. Regarding 1st year residents, none participated in any training
course. Among the reasons for this result, 50% reported that the residency had not offered these courses, another 50%
reported that they did not have the financial resources to do so (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Training in difficult airway approach

About the residents' knowledge about difficult airways, with respect to the anatomy of the airways, where an increase was
noticed over the years (R1=33%; R2=80%; R3=100%). Regarding the predictors of DAM, the study revealed correct answers
of 16% among R1, 40% among R2 and 50% among R3. Regarding predictors of difficult ventilation under a mask, there
was a decrease in correct answers over the first and last year (R1=33%; R2=20% and R3=25%). Regarding the knowledge
of supraglottic devices, the highest percentage of correct answers was borne by first-year residents with 83%. Regarding the
knowledge of the equipment available in the DAM case, only 16% of the R1 said they did, while in the following years the
responses were 40% and 75%, between the R2 and R3, respectively. In none of these items was there a significant difference
between residents of the various years.
Regarding the last algorithm launched in 2013 by the American Society of Anesthesiology, there was a significant increase
in learning over the years of residency, with R1 with 66%, R2 with 80% and R3 with 100%. Regarding the Mallampati and
Cormack-Lehane classifications, it was noticed that the Mallampati scale is best known among all the interviewed residents.
Regarding the safety of residents in relation to handling difficult airways, 66% of 1st year residents reported being totally
4
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insecure and 100% of 2nd year residents said they were partially safe. Among 3rd year residents, there was variation between
responses: 25% felt totally insecure, 50% partially safe and 25% safe.
DISCUSSION
Difficult airway management is a critical aspect of anesthesiology training and practice. Anesthesiology residency education
in Brazil corresponds to three years, focusing on acquiring knowledge and skills during this training period. Our study,
through a questionnaire, demonstrated that training in airways occurs a considerable increase in knowledge after each year
of residency. An increase in the learning of residents after three years was noticed in the following aspects: anatomy of the
airways, Mallampati and Cormack classification, supraglottic devices, equipment of the difficult airway bag and guidelines
and algorithm for intubation.
One of the biggest concerns when performing an anesthetic procedure is undoubtedly related to the airway and its proper
maintenance. The presence of a difficult, unanticipated airway is always a major challenge that can often lead to catastrophe
[2,3]. Airway management in critically ill patients differs significantly from tracheal intubation carried out for a routine
surgical procedure. In the operating room, most intubations are done under elective, controlled conditions by skilled physicians
formally trained in airway management; the complication rate is low.
The “can’t intubate can’t situation ventilate” occurs in fewer than 1 in 5,000 routine general anesthetics and may be responsible
for and requires an emergency to 25% of anesthesia-related deaths [9]. In this study, there was an alarming result in relation to
the knowledge of predictors of difficult airway by anesthesiology residents, as it was found that only 50% of 3rd year residents
were successful in this regard. It was expected that at the end of the three years this knowledge would already be rooted in
the residents' daily lives. On the other hand, when questioned about the anatomical knowledge of the airways, it was noticed
that this increased over the years in the residence (R3>R2> R1).
The hospital where this study was conducted belongs to the Brazilian Health System (SUS) recently accredited by the
Canadian company Qmentum. Accreditation systems have emphasized the importance at all stages of patient care.
The assessment of competence in education in anesthesiology has been relatively easy due to the large volume of care
provided by residents under direct observation of the teaching staff in the operating room. The distinction between evaluation
and assessment is a move towards the use of reliable quantitative tools with a measurable level of objectivity [10]. Airway
management training fits into these concepts.
It is important to note that knowing the anatomy and knowing how to perform an adequate physical examination of the
airways in search of predictors that can alert you to a possible difficult airway is very useful in pre-anesthetic evaluation
[1]. This study showed that there was an increase in knowledge to assess predictors of difficult airways, showing that the
residence fulfilled its objective.
Education and training in advanced airway management as part of an anesthesiology residency program is necessary to
help residents attain the status of expert in difficult airway management. This study with a small number of residents (18 in
total) showed that the three years of residency in Brazil in an Anesthesiology Service of a tertiary hospital is not sufficient
to learn all the new intubation techniques in patients with previously difficult airways, as only 50% consider themselves fit
for safety in this procedure. Education and training in advanced airway management as part of an anesthesiology residency
program is necessary to help residents attain the status of expert in difficult airway management. Otherwise, there is a need
for extracurricular courses to improve this procedure.
Laryngoscopy and tracheal intubation are one of the pillars in airway management during general anesthesia and it is usually
done without complications. A study carried out in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU) showed that orotracheal intubation method
used for the first attempt in patients with a difficult or unremarkable airway was Macintosh laryngoscopy alone in 83.3% of
attempts; a stylet or bougie with Macintosh laryngoscopy in 8.9% and 3.3% of attempts, respectively; a videolaryngoscope in
3.3% of attempts; and a videolaryngoscope with a stylet in 1.1% of attempts. When intubation proved difficult despite good
visualization of the glottis, a bougie was used in 85.6%, a videolaryngoscope in 14/180 (7.8%) ICUs, and a stylet in 6.6% of
attempts [11]. A similar study in the operating room was not found in the consulted literature.
Accreditation in any hospital emphasizes that anesthesiology residents must obtain significant experience with a broad
spectrum of airways management techniques. However, there is no specific number required as a minimum clinical
experience that should be obtained in order to ensure competency. This was observed in this study showing that at the end
of the residency with a requirement of 400 procedures per year in Brazil, they are not enough to prepare an anesthesiologist
for difficult airways.
In 2011, a program for training in advanced airway techniques was developed, complemented with a practical workshop on
difficult airways [12]. This same training program exists in Brazil, showing that these extracurricular courses are important
for the safety of handling patients' airways. Simulation training for difficult airway management offers learning opportunities.
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A French group researched whether a three- hour simulation training would improve learning six months after training,
demonstrated that there improved the frequency of use of devices by residents [13].
In this study, when asked to the residents about the knowledge of the devices present in the hospital's difficult airway bag,
16% of the first year residents, 40% of the second year and 75% of the third year reported knowing about it. It is noteworthy
that this knowledge must be mandatory for all physicians who manipulate the airway, as it is essential to perform intubation
in case of difficult airway. It is known that most of the devices indicated for the maintenance of airway functions are destined
to its upper portion, called extra-glottic, periglottic or supra-glottic devices. In this study, when asked to residents about the
knowledge of these devices, there was a decrease in correct answers (R1=83%; R2=80%; R3=75%), with no significant
difference. This fact is extremely worrying, as these devices are extremely important to maintain the patient's urgent
oxygenation in case of failure to intubate in a DAM situation [14]. This knowledge was expected to increase over the course
of the residency because they are such essential devices in clinical practice [15,16].
CONCLUSION
Intubation training is one of the most important subjects in the curriculum of anesthesiology residents. The teaching of
intubation skills to 1st year anesthesiology residents through workshops on mannequins showed a significant improvement
in knowledge but was not confirmed in a control study. Mallampati and Comarck- Lehane classifications when used together
they have a greater chance of predicting the difficult airway. Management of the difficult airway is an essential skill that
should be taught during na anesthesiology residency. However, only a minority of anesthesiology residency programs have
formal rotations in advanced airway management. In our hospital there are all the modern devices for handling difficult
airways, and each year the residents train the different methods.
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